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Correspondent from Iraq
Culture and Religion are two Concomitant Elements
That culture and religion are two concomitant things and can't be severed. that the nation which gives up its
religion, that it is nation gives up its culture and civilization's heritage too that's why that many peoples and
nations, that accepted the Islam as an alternative religion than their original religion, have forgotten their ancient
original cultures and clearer example for that is the Persian nation. we know well that original and ancient
religion to Iran since oldest ages was the Zoroastrianism, but after Islamic invasion to Persia by Arabs, that
Persian people started accept invader Islamic culture and give up their genuine religion little by little and as time
goes by, Persian people forgot Zoroastrianism religion completely and became fight who remained believe it so
when Iranians forgot their original religion, that they have forgotten all cultures and customs associated with that
religion and nothing remained of that religion in order for Iranians to remember it than Nouroz Christmas even
this Christmas, that Islamists took on the task delude Iranians telling them that Nouroz is Islamic Christmas and
not Zoroastrian occasion where most Iranians have accepted that clear forging. That nations that give up their
original religions are nations ready to accept any another invader culture than their original culture. That my talk
doesn't only apply to Iran and its Zoroastrianism, but is a general talk applies to all others religions and nations,
but Iran was a clearer example for that fact I explained. What I noted is that Iranian people when they believe
ideology, that they accept it and surrender to its ascendancy tremendously as they surrendered to Islam even that
Arabs themselves don't believe and surrender strongly to Islam as Iranians did although that religion is coming
from them sometimes I think that the cause is may be resulted from that there is thirst for some people or nations
to accept others religions cultures belonging to others nations than their original religions.
That west (Europe) kept adhered with his culture because it kept adhered with his Christianity religion hence,
that most European peoples are convergent peoples in their customs and cultures in spite of differences of their
nationalities and races because they inspire their culture from this Christianity religion so we can see that
Christians throughout the world are pride and boast their religion and they educate their sons on it even if they
just were a minority live among large Islamic community. That Christians realized completely that their religion
is rather than any religion else to be favored or accepted relative to others religions that's why that they didn't
accept cultural Islamic invasion in Islamic countries they live in. what notable about Christians throughout the
world, that they inspire their customs and cultures from their Christianity even in most advanced countries such
as United States and European countries, that their Christian peoples inspire their values and ideological and
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social culture from that religion in spite of the technology progress to that countries in many sciences such as
(Engineering, Medicine, Space, etc) even that some daily practices to peoples of that countries are practices
taken of inspiration or suggesting of Christianity religion culture and its traditions.
Hence we can understand that what happened in Iran when its monarchy was fallen during Islamic riot events
back in 1979 wasn't real revolution as Islamists figure it to Iranian people and the world as much as it is ancient
conflict between two different cultures are Islamic culture represented by extremist Islamists and ancient Persian
culture represented by 2500 years old monarchy and that revolution wasn't a case due to degrading of Iranian
people living level or poverty state Iranians suffered as Islamists tried to delude people for those lies. I want say
that what angered clerics and made them riot against Iran's Shah is because Shah took revive and prefer ancient
Persia culture than invader Islamic culture through several important achievements Shah performed, such as
emancipation woman to be made equal to man in all life fields and keeping up with urban, economical, health
and social development available for advanced countries such as an European countries and United States all
these achievements Shah did at the time angered extremist Islamists and made them riot against monarchy
because those Islamists don't want predominate Iran's ancient culture than their invader Islamic culture. That his
Imperial majesty, Mohammed Reza Shah has made great ideological, social and economical changes in Iran
during his rule, made Iran one of most advanced countries in the world at the time, but these changes scared
extremist Islamists being missed loyalty and obedience of Iranians for them and lost their interests and influence
among Iranian community that's why which led to Khomeini to do his revolution against Shah.
Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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